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from the nearby universe to z>5. A single instrument module could allow follow up of sources
found in surveys, while arrays of hundreds of µ-Spec modules would allow sensitive blind
surveys. It is this science case that will drive this phase of µ-Spec development.
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Ultra-sensitive Detectors:
Operation on a cold space telescope requires sensitivities
of ~ 10-20 W/rt Hz. To achieve this we are addressing
three main challenges in this regard:
1. Maximizing responsivity to photons by reducing kinetic
inductor volume
2. Minimizing two-level system (TLS) noise from
capacitor by confining E fields in crystalline dielectric
in parallel-plate capacitor design [3]
3. Eliminating stray radiation coupling and leakage by
providing highly protected integrated optics using
microstriplines, avoiding cuts in ground plane, and inline coaxial thermal blocking filters.
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Measured Spectrometer Response
We measured the response of several channels in the
R=64 µ-Spec to submillimeter light using a tunable
photomixer source. Below is the response of two adjacent
channels demonstrating the design resolution and ±1
GHz absolute frequency location. There is no evident loss
as expected from limits set by 2-line interference
measurements for our transmission lines. The origin of
the fine structure is reflections in the MKID absorber pad
material (MoN trilayer), which will be replaced by Al in the
next design iteration.
µ−Spec chip demonstrating R=64
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